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SUMMARY 

The effectiveness of using neutron logging methods to estimate the porosity of rocks depends 
significantly on the chosen petrophysical coefficients during interpretation. The effect of clay 
content on neutron log data should be taken into account. For this, it is necessary to know the 
specific content of hydrogen (chemically bound water) in the clay component of the rock. 
Methodological approaches for determining the content of chemically bound water in the clay 
component of oil and gas reservoir rocks are considered. Some results of the estimation of this 
parameter for the productive deposits of gas and gas condensate deposits of the Dnieper-Donets 
Basin and the Precarpathian depression are presented. 
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Introduction. As you know, the porosity coefficient Ø of oil and gas reservoir rocks is the main 
capacity parameter that determines the prospects and condition of the productive reservoir. The methods 
of borehole geophysics (well logging) sufficiently reliably allow determining this parameter. These are 
primarily acoustic logging, neutron logging and gamma-gamma logging. As for neutron logging, the 
advantages of which are known (Rezvanov, 1982), the interpretation of its data requires knowledge of 
certain petrophysical constants. The main ones are: the mineral composition of the rocks, the 
coefficients of water, oil, and gas saturation within the zone of the probe, as well as the specific content 
of chemically bound water in the clay component of the rock Øsh.ch (Itenberg, 1987; Rezvanov, 1982). 
Methodological techniques for determining the last parameter and the results of its evaluation for 
productive deposits of oil and gas deposits in the Pre-Carpathian and the Dnieper-Donets Basin (DDB) 
are considered. The obtained data on the specific values of Øsh.chwill allow to significantly reduce 
uncertainty in the detection of low-porosity reservoir rocks and increase the accuracy of estimating the 
porosity of oil- and gas-bearing rocks in well sections (Karpenko et al., 2020; Nagornyak, Starostin, 
2014; Solodky, 2014). 

Theory and methods. The standard procedure for obtaining rock porosity values from neutron 
logging data is based on the well-known equation (Vendelshtein et al., 1990): 

TNPH = Ø + SH·Øsh.ch+ ΔØδ,      (1) 

where TNPH is the specific hydrogen content in the rock, obtained based on the results of research by 
the neutron logging method (it has the name of neutron porosity, as an example - Thermal Neutron 
Porosity); Ø - coefficient of porosity of the rock; SH - volume content of clay minerals; Øsh.ch- specific 
content of chemically bound water in the clay component of the rock); ΔØδ is the magnitude of the 
density effect. 

After introducing a correction for the density effect ΔØδ (it is often neglected due to its small value), 
the reliability of the quantitative interpretation of the data of neutron methods of oil and gas wells 
research in determining the value of Ø is largely determined by the accuracy of determining the 
petrophysical parameters, the main of which can be called the specific hydrogen content Øsh.chin clay 
materials of terrigenous rocks and the value of SH clayiness itself. 

Whenever clays are part of the formation matrix, the reported neutron porosity is greater than the 
actual formation porosity. This occurs because the hydrogen that is within the clay’s structure and in the 
water bound to the clay is sensed in addition to the hydrogen in the pore space. Because the processing 
software of the logging tool expects all hydrogen in the formation to reside in the pores, the extra 
hydrogen is interpreted as being part of the porosity. An increase in neutron porosity by the presence of 
clays is called «Shale Effect» (Bhuyan, Passey, 1994; Bondarenko et al., 2010). 

According to (Itenberg, 1987), the content of the mixture of clay minerals - kaolinite, chlorite and 
hydromica Øsh.chis 0.3. The analysis of the results of our own research and literary sources shows the 
extreme variability of the Øsh.chvalue in clay minerals, especially under the condition of their usual 
polymorphic substitutions in the natural state, including in terrigenous rocks of different lithological 
composition. Thus, according to various sources (Itenberg, 1987; Rezvanov, 1982; Vendelshtein et al., 
1990), the amount of hydrogen content in clay minerals is: (0.12 – 0.13) (montmorillonite), (0.113 – 
0.17) (hydromica of various compositions), (0.34 – 0.35) (chlorites), (0.34 – 0.366) (kaolinite). It is 
clear that the lack of information about the specific value of this petrophysical parameter, or, at least 
approximately, knowledge about the mineral composition of clay minerals in rocks, leads to a sharp 
decrease in the geological efficiency of one of the main methods of geophysical research of oil and gas 
wells - neutron logging (Bondarenko et al., 2010; Nagornyak, Starostin, 2014). 

There are different ways of estimating the specific hydrogen content Øsh.ch in clay minerals, or in 
the clay-pelite component of the rock. A semi-qualitative method includes the weighted average 
calculation of hydrogen content based on the results of mineralogical analysis of the composition of clay 
formations in the rock. There is the most accurate - chemical. The following can be attributed to more 
express results, the results of which can really be used for the interpretation of neutron logging data. 

1. Creation of a "core-geophysics" type model. Here, the capacitive parameters of rocks are 
determined in laboratory conditions on core samples (porosity coefficient - Ø), and other, petrophysical 
parameters are determined according to logging data (neutron gamma logging data - Іnγ, specific 
hydrogen content, or neutron porosity - TNPH, clayness – SH). 
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It is known from the literature (Itenberg, 1987; Rezvanov, 1982) that for a 60-70 cm long NGK 
inversion probe, the intensity Inγ of gamma radiation of radiation capture depends linearly on the 
logarithm of the volumetric hydrogen content of the rock (NGPH, or Ø + SH· Øsh.ch) in the range of 
variability of the latter from 0.03 to 0.35: 

Іnγ = А - В·lg(Ø + SH· Øsh.ch),     (2) 
where A and B are the coefficients. 

The last equation allows you to directly determine the specific hydrogen content of the clay 
component with known values of all other terms of the equation. Since in the general case the 
coefficients A and B are unknown, we will perform the following procedures to estimate the value of 
Øsh.ch. We determine the values of rock parameters based on log and core data. Due to the fact that 
equation (2) is linear, the extreme value of the pair correlation coefficient R between Inγ and lg(NGPH) 
(or lg(Ø + SH·Øsh.ch) will be obtained when the real value of the specific hydrogen content of clays 
Øsh.ch matches the value that obtained by successive substitution of the values of this parameter. 

If the specific hydrogen content of clay minerals is determined in the interval of the well cut, where 
high values of neutron porosity greater than 0.35 are observed, then instead of NGPH values, TNPH 
obtained from compensation neutron logging data should be used (Rezvanov, 1982). In this case, the 
Øsh.ch value is accepted as true when the pair correlation coefficient R(TNPH, Øsh.ch) reaches the maximum 
value for the selected sample of layers. 

2. Model of the "geophysics-geophysics" type. All data for building the model are extracted from the 
data of geophysical well logging. These are, firstly, the clay value of the rocks - according to the results 
of the interpretation of the GR data, the porosity value of Ø - according to the results of the 
interpretation of the density logging data (under certain conditions, you can use the porosity values 
obtained from the acoustic logging data). Secondly, on the other side of equation (1) of the 
"petrophysical model" - the value of neutron porosity, or TNPH - according to neutron logging methods. 

Examples. Fig. 1 shows examples of the estimation of the hydrogen content in the clay component 
for Lower Carboniferous deposits of the Kulychihinske and Matvyivske gas condensate oil fields of the 
DDB, the Upper Cretaceous and Neogene of the Rubanivske gas field of Pre-Carpathian.  

 
Figure 1 Determination of chemically bound water content in the clay component of the sand-clay rocks of the gas 
and gas condensate fields of the DDD and Pre-Carpathian based on equation (1) using the pairwise correlation 
coefficient as a criterion for the reliability of the assessment 
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The values of hydrogen content (chemically bound water) of Øsh.ch in clays are determined in the range 
of 0.128 – 0.36 for different deposits, which indicates a significantly different composition of clay 
minerals. 

The obtained Øsh.ch values of clay minerals are similar to the values from the reference literature. 
Several lower calculated values of the hydrogen content of the clay component of rocks for DDB 
deposits – 0.128 and 0.149 when using core and borehole geophysical information, possibly related to 
the presence of non-clay minerals in the pelitic fraction (less than 0.01 mm in grain diameter) during 
granulometric analysis of sandstones and siltstones from the Matvyivske and Kulychihinske 
hydrocarbon fields. 

The results of determination of chemically bound water according to well logging data in Upper 
Cretaceous sediments (0.26), Badenian and Sarmatian sediments (0.275) correspond to the average 
mineral composition of the clay component of rocks, characteristic of gas deposits of the Outer Zone of 
the Pre-Carpathian Trough (minerals of the hydromica group predominate). 

In the practice of interpreting logging data on oil and gas fields of the Dnieper-Donets Basin, many 
petrophysicist interpreters use the value Øsh.ch = 0.23. Moreover, this value is used when introducing a 
correction for clay content when determining porosity based on neutron logging data for terrigenous 
deposits in a wide range of time units - from the Devonian, Cretaceous to the Permian period (Karpenko 
et al., 2020; Solodky, 2014). The authors were unable to find primary sources that would justify the use 
of the given value of the specific hydrogen content in the clay component of terrigenous reservoirs when 
interpreting neutron logging data. 

Also, based on the use of equation (1), the values of Øsh.ch were calculated for terrigenous rocks in 
the productive sections of sections of a number of oil and gas fields of DDB. It should be noted that 
during the research, significant variability of the specific content of hydrogen (chemically bound water) 
in the clay component of the rocks was established even within one stratigraphic unit at the selected 
deposit. This can be caused by a number of reasons, both natural and methodical. Objectively, the 
reason here lies in the existence of a natural change in the mineral composition of the clay component in 
the range of sandstone-siltstone-mudstone. In addition, the accuracy of calculations of the value Øsh.ch 
depends on the accuracy of determining the values of porosity Ø and clay content SH of rocks. 
Moreover, in the range of low values of clay, the error of estimation of the value of Øsh.ch increases 
significantly. Thus, for the sediments of the Serpukhovian layer of the Kolomatske gas condensate field, 
the obtained value Øsh.ch = 0.249 (mean); standart error of mean 0.0054; the standart deviation value of 
the sample of calculated values is 0.083; the range of the obtained values is from 0.021 to 0.444. The 
following values of the specific content of hydrogen in the clay component of terrigenous rocks were 
obtained from other DDB deposits: 

Field (oil, gas) Age Øsh.ch Additional condition Law of distribution 
Kolomatske Serpukhovian 0.25 SH<0.7 Normal (proved K-S criterion) 
Proletarske Serpukhovian 0.24 SH<0.65 Normal (proved by K-S 

criterion) 
Yablunivske Tourney 0.21 SH>0.5 Normal 
Yablunivske Tourney 0.18 SH>0.5 Lognormal (proved by K-S 

criterion) 
Yablunivske Tourney 0.29 SH>0.3 Normal 
Yablunivske Tourney 0.21 SH>0.3 Lognormal (proved by K-S 

criterion) 
Rusanivske Tourney 0.3 SH>0.3 Normal 
Rusanivske Tourney 0.32 SH>0.1 Normal 

As can be seen from the above data, for the considered hydrocarbon fields, the average (or modal) 
values of the specific content of bound water fluctuate within small limits. The exception are deposits of 
the Rusanivske oil and gas condensate field. It is possible that in sections of individual deposits, the 
mineral composition of the clay component of reservoir rocks and, accordingly, the values of Øsh.ch 
may differ significantly from other deposits. Therefore, the above studies regarding the determination of 
specific values of Øsh.ch in the clay component of terrigenous reservoirs should be performed for each 
deposit or group of deposits in each oil and gas-bearing region. The lack of specific, reliable information 
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on the specific content of chemically bound water in the clay component of reservoirs can lead to false 
values of porosity based on neutron logging data or even to the omission of productive reservoir rocks 
in field sections. In addition, the accuracy of the reservoir porosity assessment (based on neutron and 
acoustic logging data) significantly affects the calculated value of the oil and gas saturation coefficient 
by the electrical logging data (Myrontsov, 2020). 

The variability of the Øsh.ch value, its dependence on the lithological and stratigraphic affiliation of 
the rocks, the correspondence of the section of a certain gas field and the depth of the terrigenous 
sediments have been established for a number of gas fields in the Bilche-Volytska zone of the Pre-
Carpathian trough. Based on the use of "geophysics-geophysics" type dependencies, a generalized 
equation was obtained for the deposits of the Dashava suite in the depth interval of 200 - 1800 m: 

Øsh.ch= (17.1 + 10.3 · SH + 0.01 · H – 6.6 · 10-6 · H) · 0.01,   (3) 

where H is the depth of sediments, m. 
Conclusions. 1. Based on the use of petrophysical models of the "core-geophysics" and "geophysics-

geophysics" types, it has been proven that in the sections of oil and gas wells of the Dnieper-Donets 
basin and the Pre-Carpathian trough there is variability in the specific content of hydrogen (chemically 
bound water) Øsh.ch in the clay component of terrigenous sediments. The commonly used value of 
Øsh.ch= 0.23 for productive deposits of the deposits of the Dnieper-Donets basin should be justified or 
refined on the basis of statistical studies of a priori data from specific deposits. 
2. The influence of clay content and the depth of deposits of the Dashava Formation (suite) on the value 
of Øsh.ch of the clay component of terrigenous reservoirs of gas fields of the Pre-Carpathian trough was 
established and generalized in the form of a regression equation (petrophysical model). 
3. Failure to take into account the variability of the specific content of chemically bound water in the 
clay minerals of the reservoir rocks can significantly distort the results of rock porosity assessment and 
lead to the omission of productive layers in the sections of hydrocarbon deposits. 
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